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LOT # QTY

1Auction Policies1

America flew a 46 star flag from 1908-1912. This flag is over 100
years old. This large flag is approx. 92" wide and 51" tall. Rose
Sinclair is written on edge of the flag. There are some small holes
and some fraying.

1Antique 46 Star American Flag2

Two 500 piece puzzles depicting astronauts on the moon. The
History Channel Apollo 11 Moon Landing puzzle measures 18" x
18" and was produced by EGI Puzzles while the Man on the Moon
puzzle measures 18" x 24". Both puzzles appear to be complete,
but there may be a few missing as the boxes were previously
opened. Boxes are in overall good condition but does show light
storage wear and both have original price stickers on the front. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Apollo 11 & Man on the Moon Puzzle Kits Lot of (2)3

Includes 5 tin spark guns and 1 metal toy gun. The Astroray Gun,
Atomic Space Gun, and Space Gun w/ box all have working
sparks. Toys have various degrees of playwear. The plastic on the
tip of the metal gun has broken pieces. See pics for details.

1Toy Space Gun Lot of (6)4

Includes (2) die-cast helicopter vehicles and an Infrared Control
with Gyro S026G helicopter. Remote controlled helicopter may or
may not be complete. See pics for details.

1Helicopter Toy & Model Lot5

A poster depicting an image that was originally a vintage 1937s
travel ad for the Graf Zeppelin. Writing on the canvas is in German.
Canvas measures approximately 19 7/8" x 27 7/8" x 1 1/2". This
item and backing are in overall good condition, but the front does
have light storage wear along the vertices of the picture and some
light scratching on the bottom left hand side. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Graf Zeppelin Blimp Canvas Travel Poster6

A Space Voyagers Adventure Fleet of the International Space
Station and Astronaut With MMU by Revell model kit. The
Adventure Fleet kit is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. The box is in overall good condition but does
have light storage wear. The Astronaut with MMU Model has been

1Astronaut & ISS Model Kits Lot of (2)7

LOT # QTY
opened and is partially built and painted, but all parts appear to be
accounted for with an additional cardboard space shuttle. The box
is in overall nice condition but does have heavy storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

#80442. Kit is brand new, never opened, still factory sealed.
1Mir 1/125 Scale Heller Model Kit8

Die-cast space vehicles featuring the Lunar Module, a Space
Shuttle, a  X-15A, and Apollo 11 by Corgi in 2003. All vehicles are
in overall great condition with very light signs of display wear. The
box is in overall good condition but does have light storage wear as
well along the edges and the vertices of the box. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Die-Cast Corgi 100 Years of Flight Space Race9

Includes Moon Globe 3D glow-in-the-dark spherical jigsaw puzzle &
International Space Station puzzle. Both puzzles are brand new,
never opened, still factory sealed.

1Space Puzzle Lot of (2)10

Three plates commemorating several aspects of America's race to
space. Featuring the moon landing on July 20th 1969, the
Splashdown of Apollo 17, and Conquering the New Frontier. These
plates are in overall good condition and the moon landing plate
comes with a decorative plate display, however they all have some
light staining on the back of the plates and the display has a
partially torn off sticker. You get all pictured.

1Mission to Space Commemorative Plates Lot of (3)11

Includes astronauts and vehicles. Everything is brand new, never
opened, still in original packaging except for one loose astronaut
that has some storage wear. You get all pictured.

1NASA/Space Toy Lot12

(2) Space Shuttle Snap Fit model kits from Lindberg. Kits are brand
new, never opened, still factory sealed.

1Space Shuttle Model Kit Lot of (2)13

By RealToy. Space Shuttle is approx. 12" tall with little mini-figures.
Set is brand new, never opened, still in original box. Box has some
minor storage wear and a pinch on the cellophane window.

1Space Shuttle Die-Cast Metal14
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Includes NASA Museum virtual reality space flight museum & U.S.
Spaceflight. Both games are brand new, never opened, still factory
sealed.

1Space Vintage Computer Game Lot of (2)15

Three space related puzzles, featuring a 550 piece Hail Columbia
puzzle, a Space Shuttle Mission puzzle, and a 3D Squares
Matching Puzzle. Both the Space Shuttle and 3D Squares puzzles
are brand new, never opened, and still factory sealed. The Hail
Columbia puzzle appears to be complete, but has been previously
opened so some pieces may be missing. The condition on the
boxes varies, but the Hail Columbia puzzle displays light storage
wear and partial staining on the bottom of the box. You get all
pictured.

1Space Shuttle Related Puzzles Lot of (3)16

Includes Star Trek, James Bond, and more! Cards are in overall
great condition. You get all pictured.

1Hologram Card & More Lot17

Lot of (5) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1970s. Cars are in
overall very good condition with various degrees of playwear. You
get all pictured.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (5)18

A Challenger Space Shuttle 1:288 scale model kit by Union in
Japan and a Hubble Space Telescope by Skilcraft. The Hubble
Space Telescope is brand new, never opened, and still factory
sealed and would measure 7 1/2" tall. The Challenger shuttle has
been previously opened but all model components and decals
appear to be present. See pictures for further condition details.

1Space Vehicle Model Kits Lot of (2)19

Includes an American flag with 48 stars, an Australian flag, and the
Ohio state flag. Australian flag is 17" wide and 11 1/2" tall with a
32" stick. The American flag is 16" wide and 11" tall with a 32" long
stick. Ohio flag is 17" wide and 12" at its widest with a 30" stick.
Flags are cloth and have age wear and some staining and fraying
as well as wear on the sticks. See pics for details.

1Vintage Flag Lot of (3)20

Includes squirt guns, friction guns, and more! (3) are brand new in
original packaging. Toys have various degrees of playwear and
may or may not be complete. See pics for details.

1Toy Gun Lot21

A Winged Glider alien attack craft from Stargate produced by
Hasbro in 1994. This item includes all eight original lasers,
accessories, and unused decals and appear to be contained in the
original factory plastic with the original box. The box is in overall
good condition but does have moderate storage wear, the tape on
the sides has been cut, and the original price stickers are still
present. See pictures for further condition details.

1Stargate Winged Glider Alien Attack Craft 199422
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Six vintage 1970s Louis Marx 6" plastic astronauts in various poses
and colors. Condition varies from figure to figure, however two of
the figures appear to have started to slightly change colors as
they've aged. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Vintage Louis Marx Astronauts Lot of (6)23

10" True Heroes Combat Paratrooper action figure. Figure is brand
new, never opened, still in original box. Box has some storage
wear, see pics for details.

1Combat Paratrooper True Heroes Figure24

1/72 scale Apollo 11 "Lunar Landing" NASA model kit. This has
been opened but appears to be complete. Some pieces are loose
in box.

1Apollo 11 Lunar Landing Model Kit25

Includes a brand new, factory sealed box of Roy Toy Lod Building
Set The Camp, and a nice pile of loose pieces that are in overall
very nice condition. See pics for details.

1Wood Building Log Lot26

Bronze coin set of 10. Coins are in excellent condition, sealed in a
hard plastic case that is still factory sealed.

1NASA Project Gemini Series Coin Set27

Lot of (3) Ornimals Christmas ornaments with display stand.
Ornaments are in great condition. Both ships have their original
hangtags. The bottom of the American flag has come unglued but
is easily fixable.

1Space/NASA Ornament Lot of (3)28

Complete Young Astronauts Cabbage Patch Kids doll outfit with
suit, (2) gloves, (2) boots, and helmet. The outfit has some age
staining, and the helmet has some scratches and a hairline crack.
See pics for details.

1Young Astronauts Cabbage Patch Kids29

This box includes the Saturn V, Saturn 1B, Mercury Redstone,
Mercury Atlas, and Gemini Titan II. Models are brand new, never
opened, still in original box and factory sealed. Box has some
crunching, but insides are untouched.

1AMT NASA Rocket Model Kit Set30

Glasses are in excellent condition, no chips or cracks. You get all
pictured.

1USA Spaceflight Glassware Lot of (8)31

Three 6" Matchbox Super Rigs from 1993 - 1994. Featuring
Nintendo, Pizza Hut, Hawaiian Punch. All vehicles are brand new,
never opened, and still in the original packaging. The cards are in
overall great condition, however, there is light storage wear along
the edges of the cards and there is some light creasing evident.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Super Rigs Matchbox Lot of (3)32
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This plastic Space Station MIR model kit was produced by Revell
in 1999. This is 1:144 scale and the model is defined by Revell as
a level three skill set, meaning this is a more demanding model for
ages 10 and older. This kit is unopened and still factory sealed, but
the box does display moderate levels of storage wear as there is a
dent in the front left corner of the cover and an original price sticker
is present. See pictures for further condition details.

11999 Revell Space Station MIR Model Kit33

This limited edition #2305/5000 game is brand new, never opened,
and still factory sealed. The box is in overall good condition but the
original price sticker is present on the back of the box. See pictures
for further details.

1Moonshot the Game Limited Edition34

Die-cast vehicle by Maisto. Car was briefly displayed, still on
original display base. Base is 12" wide and 5.5" long. There is a
small crack in the front windshield and the back windshield has
popped up a little. There is some storage wear and light scuffs on
the windshields. See pics for details.

11996 Corvette Coupe Die-Cast35

3 sets of Milben Science slides consisting of Assorted Plant
Tissues, Assorted Anatomical Tissue, and Assorted Insect Organs.
Milben Assorted Plant Tissue box contains 22 out of the 24 slides
which all appear in good condition. The box is in fair condition with
signs of moderate wear; bubble is loose but taped. Milben Assorted
Anatomical Tissue contains 12/12 slides. Box is in good condition
but does contain small amounts of pencil marks on the inner lining.
Milben Assorted Insect Organs contains 12/12 slides. Box is in
good condition but shows light storage wear. Please see photos for
further condition details.

1Milben Scientific Slides Lot of (3)36

1/24 scale model kit by Revell. Kit is brand new, never opened, still
factory sealed.

1Gemini Spacecraft Revell Model Kit37

3 sets of NASA related commemorative coins consisting a variety
of gold, silver and bronze featuring items from Skylan, Apollo XI
and the first lunar landing in 1969. Skylab series gold coins are in
good condition but the plastic case they are stored in show some
general scuffing and light tearing . The Apollo XI bronze coin is
protected in a thick plastic case and shows light tarnishing from
age wear. The Silver Lunar Landing coin is protected in a plastic
case which is in overall good condition with one light chip on the
rim. See pictures for further condition details.

1NASA commemorative coin lot of (3)38

Includes Lunar Landing Moon Walk Adventure & MicroMachines
Mission: Blast Off! Both are brand new, never opened, still in
original boxes.

1Space Toy Lot of (2)39
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Die-cast car by Burago. Car appears to be in great condition with
some minor storage wear from being briefly displayed. Still secured
on display base. Base is 9 3/8" wide  and 5" long.

1Chevrolet Corvette Convertible 199840

Two space vehicle model kits, featuring a 1:48 scale Apollo: Lunar
Module Eagle by Revell and a 1:288 scale Space Shuttle and
NASA Transport by Academy Minicraft. Both items are brand new,
never opened, and the Space Shuttle and NASA Transport model
kit is still factory sealed. Both boxes are in overall great condition,
but the Lunar Module model exhibits light storage wear along the
edges and vertices of the box. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Space Vehicle Model Kits Lot of (2)41

Includes wood art blocks, a spaceship pencil sharpener, and a set
of (4) floating pictures balls (like a Magic 8 ball). You get all
pictured.

1Space Themed Collectibles Lot42

Ten space related salt and pepper shakers, featuring space
shuttles, two astronauts on a lunar rover, Apollo 11
commemorative shakers, and more! All shakers are in overall good
condition, however, the Apollo 11 commemorative shakers have
crazing present. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Space Salt & Pepper Shakers Lot of (10)43

Twenty die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1990s. All vehicles are
brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. Wear
varies from each individual package, but the cards exhibit some
signs of light storage wear through creasing and bowing on the
cards. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

190s Matchbox Die-Cast Lot of (20)44

Ships are brand new, never opened, still in original packaging. You
get all pictured.

1Spaceship Toy Lot of (4)45

Lot of (4) patches featuring Saranac Lake and Bobsledding.
Patches are approx. 3" in diameter. Patches are in overall good
condition. One of them has some sewing thread on the top. You
get all pictured.

1Vintage Bobsled Patch Lot of (4)46

Kit appears to be complete with maps and toys. Contents are in
excellent condition.

1Space Adventures Complete Explorer's Kit47

This lot features a NASA Kennedy Space Center 500 piece puzzle
and a 10 Piece Wind Up Puzzle Vehicle Set. The Kennedy Space
Center puzzle is in great condition in a box that has never been
opened, its protective plastic shows minimal to no wear from

1Space Puzzle Lot of (2)48
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storage. The Wind Up Puzzle Vehicle set is in good condition as
well, with only few scratches to the plastic window of the box and a
small dent in one of the sides. Please see pictures for further detail
condition.

Glasses are in overall excellent condition, no chips or cracks. Paint
has some minor wear. You get all pictured.

1Space Glassware Lot of (7)49

This lot features a 1993 Star Trek Star Fleet Tricorder and a Star
Patrol Rubber Band Gun Set. The Tricorder is still in working
condition with very light battery erosion in the pack. All backlights
still work as does the sound. The Tricorder is in decent cosmetic
condition with slight age wear showing in the discoloration of the
stickers. Star Patrol Rubber Band Gun is in okay condition, and
missing its targets. The bubble is open on the cardboard backing
and backing bows in certain areas. Please see photos for further
condition details.

1SciFi Today Lot of (2)50

Includes Buzz Lightyear, Marvin the Martian, and more! Packaged
items are brand new, never opened. Packaging and loose items
have various degrees of storage wear. You get all pictured.

1Space Themed Toy & More Lot51

Lot of (2) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1960s. Includes the
Ford Galaxie & Fiat 1500. Vehicles have various degrees of
playwear and some paint wear. The Fiat 500 is missing the roof
baggage. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1960s Matchbox Lot of (2)52

A limited edition commemorative mini coin from Franklin Mint in
solid platinum. Comes with the accompanying CoA.

1First Step On the Moon Mini Coin53

Features two Animated Natural Color Stereograms of a clown and
the planet earth, various, holograph postcards and cards, vintage
flicker cards, and rings. You get all pictured.

1Misc. Holographic Items Lot54

Glasses are in excellent condition, no chips or cracks. Paint has
some minor wear. You get all pictured.

1Helicopter Glassware Lot of (4)55

This lot features toys figurines for D.C Super Heroes, Star Wars,
and Jurassic Park. D.C Super Heroes metal figurines are in good
condition and packaged int their original box and never opened.
The box shows little wear aside from some creasing and bending
around the "D.C" logo. Star Wars figurines (3) are loose without
any packaging and most are in good condition. There is minimal
pen marks on the bottoms of the figures. Various Jurassic Park
Figures are varying in condition and come sealed in a plastic
package that is in overall nice condition.  Please see photos for
further detailed conditions. You get everything pictured.

190's Figurine Toy Lot56
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"In Memory of Columbia Space". All four knifes are still in their
protective plastic sleeves and comes with additional shuttle
keychain. The case is in overall greater condition, with minor signs
of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

12003 Commemorative Shuttle Knife Set57

Figurines, a pen holder, and a vintage tarnish box. Tarnish not
included. Items have various degrees of storage wear. You get all
pictured.

1Statue of Liberty Collectibles Lot58

Lego 480 Rescue Helicopter in original 1970 packaging with
instructions and Miscellaneous Lego Pieces. 480 Helicopter is in
good condition and already assembled with all pieces included.
Packaging is in good condition with light wear from storage and a
small tear on the back of the box. Miscellaneous parts vary in
condition. Please see pictures for further condition detail. You get
all pictured.

1Lego 480 Rescue Helicopter and Miscellaneous Lego59

Battery operated toy by Scientific. Car is brand new, never opened,
still in original box. Box has some minor storage wear and a small
pinch on the cellophane window. See pics for details.

1Remote Control Mars Explorer60

25th Anniversary Apollo II Astronaut on the Moon Statue. Statue is
approx. 6" wide, 4" deep, and 10 1/4" tall to the tip of the flag.
Statue was briefly displayed but in overall great condition with
some aging wear.

125th Ann. Apollo II Astronaut61

Flag measures approx. 72" wide and 48" tall. Flag is in excellent
condition.

1Large NASA Flag62

By Action Products (1999). Set is brand new, never opened, still in
original box. Box has some minor storage wear, including some
pinches on the cellophane window.

1Space Voyagers Lunar Roving Vehicle63

This is a size XXL. The tag reads Space Traders - 31k by
Command Wear. Jacket has three patches on it, a Space Shuttle
patch on the front left side, NASA patch on the left sleeve, and an
American flag patch on the first sleeve. The jacket itself is in
excellent condition.

1Command Wear Space Jacket w/ Patches64

Sets are brand new, never opened, still in original boxes. You get
both pictured.

1Space Shuttle Set Toy Lot of (2)65

Includes Obi-Wan Kenobi, Jawa, Stormtrooper, and Tusken Raider.
Figures are in overall good condition with various degrees of
playwear. Comes with all pictured.

1Vintage 1977 Star Wars Figure Lot of (4)66
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1:20 scale Speed Implement R/C car by Yinrun. The tape is broken
but car appears to be new, never driven. The cellophane windows
on the side of the box are detached.

1Speed Implement Remote Control Car67

Includes 1978 Hammerhead, 1980 Lobot, 1980 AT-AT
Commander, and 1981 4-Lom. Figures have various degrees of
playwear. No accessories. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Star Wars Figure Lot of (4)68

Includes Thunderbird 1 and Thunderbird 3 by Matchbox (1994).
Both are brand new, never opened, still on original cards. Cards
have some storage wear/ slight bending. The Thunderbird 3 has
sticker pull on the front right corner and creasing on the back.

1Thunderbirds Matchbox Lot of (2)69

Includes Space Shuttle 1/288 scale by Union, Astronauts 1/72
scale by Airfix, and Space Shuttle Discovery Puzz3D. Everything is
brand new, pieces still in original bags/boxes. Boxes have some
light storage wear.

1Space Themed Model/Puzzle Lot70

Includes Robert Silvers Photomosaics "Astronaut" and "Space
Shuttle", both brand new, never opened, still factory sealed. Also
includes Astronauts of Apollo 11 "First on the Moon" puzzle. The
box for this one has creasing and some tears on the lid. It may or
may not be complete.

1Space Puzzle Lot of (3)71

Kurt S. Adler commemorative First Moon Landing, 1969 stamp
ornament. Ornament is 3" wide and 3 3/4" tall and still with original
box.

1First Moon Landing Stamp Ornament72

Space related book lot. You get all pictured. Varying wear.
1Space Related Book Lot73

3 metal cast Lesney Matchbox vehicles from the 1970s. Wear
varies from each individual vehicle, but the cars exhibit general
play wear with light scratching, paint chipping, and sticker aging.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

170's Matchbox Lot of (3)74

Apollo 11: First Lunar Landing Transporter Device IPI 2000. Set is
brand new, never opened, still in original box. The batteries have
died.

1Explorations In Time Apollo 1175

No. 29 Superfast Racing 'Mini, No. 59/73 Mercury, and No. 7 v w
Gulf. Cars have various degrees of playwear and paint wear. No. 7
is missing surfboards. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (3)76

Includes a Little Daydreamers NASA cloth helmet new with
hangtags, a vintage (1983) 80" Shuttle Kite new in bag, and Micro
Rockets experiment set new in box. Packaging has various

1Space Toy Lot of (3)77

LOT # QTY
degrees of storage wear, see pics for details.

Includes No. 47 Pannier Locomotive, No. 43 Steam Locomotive,
and No. 24 Diesel Shunter. Trains are in great condition with
original boxes. Boxes have some storage wear, see pics for details.

1Vintage Matchbox Die-Cast Lot of (3)78

Two 1996 Olympic related books: The Olympic Factbook and The
Olympics At 100. Both books give in-depth details about the
Olympics and the Olympic Games Centennial and are both in
overall good condition with light storage wear. The Olympic
Factbook comes with a NBC Interactive Viewer's Guide to the 1996
Olympic Games CD-ROM.

1Olympics Related Book Lot of (2)79

This lot features a Wooden Desktop model of USSR CCCP plane
with base, and bronze Russian Soviet Military Bust. Both are in
good condition with minimal wear. Please see photos for more
detailed conditions.

1Russian Historic Lot (2)80

Includes a chrome mug and a Mighty Beanz set with Darth Vader
case. The Mighty Beanz case is still factory sealed although there
is a tear in the plastic and wear to the cardboard wrapping;
contents are untouched. There is a dent on the top of the case's
head. See pics for details.

1Star Wars Darth Vader Lot of (2)81

Includes No. 65 Airport Coach & No. 75 Model 'A' Ford. Cars are in
great condition with original boxes. Boxes have some storage wear,
see pics for details.

1Vintage Matchbox Die-Cast Lot of (2)82

Includes Galileo Mission & Micro Camera Car Video Racer. Both
are brand new, never opened, still in original packaging.

1Hot Wheels Lot of (2)83

Includes a 2'x3' American Revolution Bicentennial cloth flag, a
42"W x 28"L Gulf Oil vinyl flag, a vintage 1960s Republic of Congo
23"W x 15.5"L flag, and more! Flags have various degrees of wear
but are in overall very good condition.

1Misc. Flag Lot84

Includes Star Wars: A New Hope, Star Trek Generations, and
World Famous Aircraft. Vehicles are brand new, never opened, still
on original cards. Cards have some storage wear and some
bending, see pics for details.

1MicroMachines Toy Lot of (3)85

2 sets of NASA related commemorative coins consisting of one 24
karat gold, on sterling silver limited addition Franklin mint  eye
witness commemorative space medal and one man in space 22
coins commemorating the us manned space missions. The
Columbia space shuttle coin is in overall good condition and is
protected in a plastic case, but the coin shows some general

1NASA commemorative coin lot86

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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tarnishing on both front and back. The protective case shows light
signs of storage wear. The Man in Space coins are in overall nice
condition, however, the coins exhibit age wear through tarnishing.
The frame containing the coins does display a crack down the
middle. See pictures for further conditions detailed. You get all
pictured.

Model pieces are brand new, never opened, still on original cards.
The bubble for the S-2 has a dent in the upper left corner.

1Can.Do Apollo 11 Model Lot of (4)87

Lot of (2) Vintage July 20th 1969 "Man On The Moon" souvenir flag
commemorating the first moon landing. Flags are made of plastic
and measure 18" wide and 12" tall with a 27" tall stick. No rips or
tears, but the paint does have some scuffing.

1Vintage Man On The Moon Souvenir Flags88

One tag reads Property of Aramark 44MH 00 SSPF - KSC with
another tag reading the number 52. There is a large 10" NASA
patch on the back, a smaller 4" NASA patch on the front left side,
and an American flag on the left sleeve. Jumpsuit is in great
condition, no rips or tears. There is no size listed but it is 23" from
armpit to armpit.

1NASA Adult Jumpsuit89

This flag is 6' wide and 4' tall. It is made of vinyl and in excellent
condition.

1Columbia Space Flight Awareness Flag90

A truly unique collection of the past. This is a completely full photo
album featuring black and white pictures from 1917 to 1920.
Photos are in overall good condition for their age with various
degrees of storage wear. See pictures for details.

1Antique 1917-1920 Photo Album91

Lot of (2) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1960s. Includes No.
45 Ford Corsair & No. 15 Tippax Refuse Collector. Vehicles have
various degrees of playwear and some paint wear. The Corsair is
missing boat & rack. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1960s Matchbox Lot of (2)92

Magazines have various degrees of wear. Most feature
space-related stories. You get all pictured.

1Vintage 1960s Life Magazine Lot of (11)93

Lot of (3) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1970s. Includes No.
23 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow, No. 67 Superfast Volkswagen 1600
TL, and Flat Car. Vehicles have various degrees of playwear and
some paint wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (3)94

1958 Atlas Folio by National Geographic Society. Oversized book
is 19.5" long, 14" wide, and 1.25" thick. Cover and pages have
wear around the edges. There are some fold marks and what
appears to be staining on the front cover. There is some writing on

1National Geographic Atlas Folio95

LOT # QTY
the front plate. The first page is partially detached.

Lot of (2) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1960s. Includes No.
40 Leyland Royal Tiger Coach & No. 32 Leyland Petrol Tanker.
Vehicles have various degrees of playwear and some paint wear.
See pics for details.

1Vintage 1960s Matchbox Lot of (2)96

Lot of fifteen 1990's Hot Wheels that are brand new, never opened,
and still on the original packaging. Wear varies from package to
package, some exhibit slight creasing and signs of light storage
wear. Please see pictures for further conditioned detail. You get all
pictured.

190s Hot Wheels Lot of (15)97

Vintage 1960s Matchbox die-cast vehicle. Vehicle is in great
condition with some very minor paint chips. With original box. Box
has some storage wear, see pics for details.

1No. 57 Wild Life Truck Matchbox98

#1244 Electronic Focuser Meade Telescope Accessory. Includes
all original parts such as electric focuser hand controller, electric
focuser gear box and coil, extra screws and gears, and a hex
wrench set. Focuser is in good condition and wrapped in bubble
wrap. Box is in good condition with little storage wear.

1Meade Telescope Accessories99

Lot of (2) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1960s. Includes the
No. 9 Boat & Trailer and No. 6 Ford Pick-Up. Vehicles have various
degrees of playwear and some paint wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1960s Matchbox Lot of (2)100

Includes Republic of the Marshall Islands Space Shuttle Discovery
$5 Commemorative Coin & Apollo II Figure Man on the Moon 1969
coin. Coins appear to be in great shape, see pics for details.

1Space Commemorative Coin Lot of (2)101

Includes Illinois, Wisconsin, and Oregon 36" wide x 22" tall; Texas
3' x 5', and an Alabama 19" wide and 12" tall flag. Flags are all
vinyl and in excellent condition except for the Alabama flag that has
some staining.

1American State Flag Lot102

A collection of 4 pea dispenser from the 80's and 90's consisting of
Batman, Yosemite Sam, Barney Rubble, and a Panda. Batman is
in decent condition with light wear to the packaging and a loose
bubble towards the bottom. Yosemite Sam is in good condition with
one small tear on the side of the cardboard backing. Barney Rubble
is in decent condition and packaging is fair with signs of wear
around hanging hook, and a loose bubble. Panda is in fair condition
with light discoloration from age, and packaging is fair with loose
bubble, bent corners, and a light tearing of packaging.

180's and 90's Pez Dispenser Lot of (4)103

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Tag reads:  Flag, Outdoor, Heavyweight Nylon CX-3000-7-1714
Valley Forge Flag Co. Inc.  Flag has some age wear that suggests
it was flown. Flag is approx. 92" wide and 56" tall.

1South Carolina Large State Flag104

Lot of (4) patches featuring Saranac Lake and Bobsledding.
Patches are approx. 3" in diameter. Patches are in overall great
condition. One of them has some sewing thread on the top. You
get all pictured.

1Vintage Bobsled Patch Lot of (4)105

Lot of (2) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1960s. Includes the
Hoveringham Tipper & Austin MK 2 Radio Truck. Vehicles have
various degrees of playwear and some paint wear. See pics for
details.

1Vintage 1960s Matchbox Lot of (2)106

A collection of 3 miniature scaled water towers from Carole Towne,
Modelton, and Precision Miniatures, and including one item of
Tracksliders vintage packaging. Carole Towne Tower is in good
condition with signs of light wear from storage. Modelton Industrial
Tower is in good condition with all original parts never assembled,
box is opened with little signs of wear from storage. Precision
Miniature Water Tower is in good condition, packaging shows signs
of wear with light scuffs to its plastic and the cardboard is lightly
worn from storage. Tracksliders Bedford Blinking Light Tower is
box only, with okay conditions and signs of wear such as creasing
and tearing of cardboard, tape, and Marker ink. Please see pictures
for further condition detail.

1Vintage Water Tower Lot of (4)A collection of 3 mi107

This lot features the rare, retired Beanie Baby "Quackers", beanie
baby "Wiser" and Aquatic Republic Sea Dragon plush. "Quackers"
Swing tag shows 1994, but Tush tag shows 1993. Quackers is in
good conditions with no stains, discoloration or rips. Swing tag is
protected in clear casing.  "Wiser" is in good condition with no
stains. Swing tag is in good condition. Sea Dragon plush is in good
condition, tags are free from rips, bends or markings. Please see
photos for further detailed conditions.

1Plushie Lot (3)108

A collection of 2 miniature scaled water towers; A POLA N 217
Wasserturm and Model Power "Flashing" Water Tower. POLA
Wasserturm is in great condition, with all original pieces never
assembled. Model Power is in great condition, and has never been
opened- box shows very little wear. See pictures for further
condition detail.

1Miniature Model Water Towers Lot of (2)109

Includes Splittin' Image from 1968 & Short Order from 1970. Both
cars have moderate to heavy wear. Splittin' Image is missing the
two back tires. See pictures for condition details.

1Hot Wheels Red Lines Lot of (2)110

LOT # QTY

A collection of 2 miniature scaled water towers; A Korber Models
Water Tank no. 125 and Model Power no.632 Lighted Water
Tower. Korber Models Water Tank is brand new in box- the box's
protective film shows some minor wear from storage. Model
Powers no. 632 is brand new in box. See pictures for further
condition detail.

1Miniature Model Water Towers Lot of (2)111

This lot features a 24 karat gold plated Space Orbiter collectible.
Collectible encased in a plastic frame around 6x2.5 in dimension.
The plastic encasement shows some minimal scratches on a
couple surface planes, but remains in overall good condition.
Collectible comes in the original box that displays light wear on the
outside from storage and a minimal tear on the inner flap of the
box. Please see the pictures for further detail on condition.

1Smithsonian Gold Plated Space Shuttle Orbiter112

Includes a super value pack, 2 automatic superstars and one price
buster. Super Value Pack is in good condition but is missing the
poster. Price Buster is in good condition but the card is slightly
bowing. Automatic superstars are both in good condition with light
bowing on one of the 2 cards. Please see pictures for further detail
conditions.

11980's and 90's Matchbox Lot of (4)113

Lot of (2) flags. These appear to be from the World War 2 time
period. One flag is approx. 59" wide and 38" tall while the other is
19" wide and 12" tall. Flags both has age wear. The larger flag has
some staining and small holes.

1Vintage Russia/Soviet Union Flag Lot114

A collection of books and magazines ranging from Sports
Illustrated to Game Guides. You get all pictured. Varying Wear.

1Olympic Book and Magazine Lot115

Tag reads:  Flag, Outdoor, Heavyweight Nylon CX-3000-7-1714
Valley Forge Flag Co. Inc.  Flag has some age wear that suggests
it was flown. Flag is approx. 92" wide and 56" tall.

1Colorado Large State Flag116

Lego set 560-2 Police Heliport without box. 560-2 set is without box
but with instructions. Pieces have not been counted, but are in
good condition. Please see pictures for further detail conditions.

1Lego Police Heliport 560-2 Set117

Lot features ARII Submarine Red Star plastic model and Shanghai
Dragon German WWII Type XXI Submarine model. Both models
are unopened and in good condition. The plastic wrapping for ARII
Red Star has one slight tear in the plastic wrapping on the bottom
of the box. Shanghai German Submarine box is slightly bowed
from storage but is otherwise in great condition. Please see photos
for more detailed conditions.

1Submarine Model Lot (2)118
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Lot of (5) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1970s. Cars are in
overall very good condition with various degrees of playwear. You
get all pictured.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (5)119

This lot features a 12 in Space Voyagers 12 in Play Figure, 1992
GI Joe Apollo 13, Extreme Base Jumper and more. Space
Voyagers 12 in figure is new in a never opened box, that shows
slight wear from storage around the edges of the box and light
scuffs on the plastic. GI Joe is in good condition without box and
on a display stand. GI Joe includes helmet and backpack
accessories that show little to no wear. Additional 12 inch Figure
shows play wear and ageing on toy clothes. Base Jumper is brand
new in box and in good condition. Please see photos for more
detailed descriptions.

1Play Figure Doll Lot of (3)120

Lot of (5) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1970s. Cars are in
overall very good condition with various degrees of playwear. You
get all pictured.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (5)121

Includes No. 21 Renault 5TL, No. 6 Mercedes 350SL, and Beetle
Streaker. Vehicles have various degrees of playwear and paint
wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (3)122

Lego 196 Set with original 1970's packaging and instructions. 196
set is mostly assembled.  Most pieces are included, some may be
missing, and instructions are in good condition. Box is in good
condition with little signs of wear from general storage. Please see
pictures for more detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Lego 196 Set123

Includes Porsche 959, Skoda 130 LR, Super GT, Modified Racer,
and a Cool Paint Co. truck. Vehicles have various degrees of
playwear and paint wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1980s Matchbox Lot of (5)124

Most of these are from the 1980s; 1 is from the 1990s. Cars have
various degrees of storage wear. You get all pictured.

1Vintage 1980s/90s Matchbox Car Lot125

Includes Jeep Cherokee (x2 different ones), 4x4 Jeep (x2 different
ones), and Land Rover Ninety. Vehicles have various degrees of
playwear and paint wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1980s Matchbox Lot of (5)126

Lego 460 Rescue Units includes both helicopter and car unit in
original 1970's packaging. Miscellaneous Lego instructions are as
is, no Lego pieces included. 460 Rescue Unit is mostly assembled
in box with all pieces included. Box is in good condition with signs
of general use and storage. Please see photos for further condition
details. You get everything that is pictured.

1Lego 460 Rescue Units and Miscellaneous Lego Instr127

LOT # QTY

Includes 1987 Corvette, Peugeot Quasar, Pontiac Fiero, Ferrari
F40, and Buick Le Sabre. Vehicles have various degrees of
playwear and paint wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1980s Matchbox Lot of (5)128

One has a marble base and the other a brass base. Statues are
approx. 5" tall, 6 3/4" long, and 4.5" wide. They are in great
condition with some minor scuffing from storage.

1Brass Space Shuttle Statue Lot of (2)129

This lot features a 1/100 X-33 Venture Star wooden desktop model.
This model is in good condition with its original base. Model shows
some light scratching on the top of the wooden model but could be
buffed out. Please see photos for more detailed conditions.

1Venture Star Desk Model130

Approx. 6.5" tall. Bobble is brand new, never opened, still in
original box. Box has some slight creasing and scuffs.

1Wizard of Oz Mayor Bobblehead131

Includes a 19"x12" United States Marine Corps flag and a 58"x41"
United States Coast Guard flag with the stamp Commandant 6.
Flags are both vinyl and in overall great condition with minor
storage wear.

1Military Flag Lot of (2)132

Target Exclusive Laser peg 1370 is brand new in box, never
opened. Box is in good condition with Velcro viewing flap. Shows
very little wear from storage along seams of box. Please see
pictures for further detailed conditions.

1Laser Pegs 1370133

Includes Michigan and Rhode Island. Flags are cloth and approx.
3'x5'. Flags are in overall good condition with some age wear,
particularly on the Rhode Island flag.

1American State Flag Lot of (2)134

Lot of (3) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1960s. Vehicles
have various degrees of playwear. The TV Service Van includes
TVs & ladder. The Ambulance is missing the stretcher. The silver
van has the name "Eric" written on the side of it. You get all
pictured.

1Vintage 1960s Matchbox Lot of (3)135

Includes 3231 Cabriolet, Burnin' Key Cars, BMW 5-Series, 33
Willys Street Rod, and Mercedes 500 Sec. Vehicles have various
degrees of playwear and paint wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1980s Matchbox Lot of (5)136

Lot features Matchbox Ford no 25 Cortina and Matchbox
M.G.11.10, both in good condition. Axels appear to be in good
condition on both units. They show signs of general play wear and
storage wear with light scratches and paint chipping. You get both
pictured

1Matchbox Ford Cortina and MG11.10137

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Vehicles have various degrees of playwear and paint wear. Jeep
has no mounted gun or windshield. Motorcycle Trailer is missing
motorcycle. You get all pictured.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (5)138

Lego 410 Payloader and Lego 450 Fork Lift both in original 1970's
packaging with instructions. 410 Payloader is already assembled in
box with all parts included. Box is in decent condition with light age
and storage wear and a dent on the right side of the box. 450
Forklift is already assembled in box with 2 small pieces missing.
Box is in decent condition with storage wear and a tear along side
the bottom side of the package. Please see photos for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Lego 410 Payloader and Lego 450 Fork Lift139

NASA replicas with moving parts. Includes Mercury Friendship 7,
Titan 3E-Centaur & Saturn V, Lunar Rover, and Viking. Items are
brand new, never opened, still in original packaging.

1Space Explorer Replica Lot of (4)140

This lot features a Estes #1996 Eggspress Model Rocket and a
Hans Galactic Robot Wind Up Toy. The Eggspress Rocket is in
good condition with all its parts and has never been opened. The
plastic bagged packaging shows wear of age and storage through
scratches and creasing. The Hans Wind UP Robot is in very good
condition, and appears to never have been opened. The plastic
outer dome shows very little signs of wear with minimal scratches
to the surface. See pictures for further detail. You get both items
pictured.

1Rocket and Robot Lot of (2)141

Includes No. 3 Monteverdi Hai, No. 45 BMW 3 0CSL, and
Superfast Porsche Turbo. Cars have various degrees of playwear
and paint wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (3)142

This lot features Croft's 1939 Second Edition "Steam Engine
Principles and Practice", "Steam Boiler", "Steam Power Plant
Auxiliaries and Accessories", and "Steam Turbine Principles and
Practices", all are bound neatly in a hard cloth cover. All books'
spines are in overall great condition and pages are slightly yellowed
from age. Covers are varying in degree scuffed due to age and light
shelf storage. Each book varies slightly in wear from one or the
other. Please see the pictures for further condition detail. You get
everything pictured.

1Croft Steam Engine Book Lot (4)143

Turbulent 1/700 scale model kit is brand new, never opened, still
factory sealed. 1/350 scale German Type EXC U-Boat is opened
but it unbuilt and appears to be complete. The U-Boat box has
storage wear and a tear. See pics for details.

1Submarine Model Kit Lot of (2)144

LOT # QTY

Lot of (2) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1960s. Includes the
Land Rover Safari & the Commer Bottle Float. Vehicles have
various degrees of playwear and some paint wear. See pics for
details.

1Vintage 1960s Matchbox Lot of (2)145

Includes No. 35 Fandango, No. 60 Superfast Lotus Super Seven,
and Mustang Piston Popper Rola-Matics. Cars have various
degrees of playwear and paint wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (3)146

Lot of (4) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1970s. Cars are in
overall good condition with various degrees of playwear. You get all
pictured.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (4)147

Vintage 1960s Matchbox die-cast vehicle. Vehicle is in great
condition with some minor paint chips. With original box. Box has
some storage wear around the edges, see pics for details.

1Matchbox No. 35 Snow-Trac w/ Box148

Lot features Matchbox Ford no 25 Cortina and Matchbox Ford no
55/59 Galaxie, both in good condition. Axels appear to be in good
condition on both units. They show signs of general play wear and
storage wear with light scratches and paint chipping. You get both
pictured

1Matchbox Ford Cortina and Ford Galaxie149

This lot features a Coca-Cola Collectors Club 18th Annual
Convention NASA Commemorative Cape Canaveral Lift Off tray,
as well as a NASA picture frame and novelty NASA sunglasses.
The Coca-Cola tray is in great condition with very few scratches on
the sides due to storage wear. Frame and Sunglasses are of good
condition as well with signs of gentle use.

1NASA Commemorative Lot of (3)150

Lot of (2) die-cast Matchbox vehicles from the 1960s. Includes the
G.M.C. Tipper Truck & Horse Box. Vehicles have various degrees
of playwear and some paint wear. The Horse Box is missing 1
horse. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1960s Matchbox Lot of (2)151

Years rang from the 1970s to the 90s. Cars have various degrees
of playwear. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Hot Wheels Car Lot152

This lot features a sample of authentic Ll-900 Space Shuttle Tile
insulation technology that was used in many spacecraft missions,
as well as miscellaneous spacecraft related baubles, and stamp.
The insulation piece is in good condition with very little wear aside
from a slight crease in of the cardboard backing. The
miscellaneous space craft toys are of varying conditions, and the
stamp is in good condition with minimal signs of wear or usage.
Please see pictures for further detailed conditions. You get all

1Space Shuttle Lot with Authentic Ll-900 Tile153
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pictured.

1:18 scale die-cast car by Burago, made in Italy. Car is in overall
great condition. It was briefly displayed and has some light
scuffing, see pics for details.

11997 Chevy Corvette CS Die-Cast154

This lot includes various clippings, pages and publications involving
steam Engines. Miscellaneous pages vary in condition, some are
encased in clear sleeves and some are loose leaf. Please see
pictures for further condition detail. You get all pictured.

1Steam Engine Book and Publication Lot155

Lot features 2 Discovery Channel Space Place puzzles, "Astronaut"
and "Space Shuttle". Both puzzles are sealed and have never been
opened. Boxes are in great condition and show little to no signs of
wear. Please see pictures for further detailed conditions.

1Discovery Channel Space Place Puzzle Lot of (2)156

Complete set of (4) vintage Beatles bobbleheads. Hand painted.
They are 4" tall. These are still sealed in original bag, never
opened. They appear to be a reproduction. See pics for details.

1Beatles Bobbleheads Vintage Set of (4)157

Lot of (3) Johnny Lightning die-cast vehicles from The Challengers
series. Cars are brand new, never opened, still on original cards.

1Johnny Lightning The Challengers Lot of (3)158

This lot features Life's Journey To The Moon 1969 Vintage 500
piece puzzle. Puzzle includes vintage poster, but pieces have not
been checked or all accounted for but appear to be in good
condition. Box is in decent condition with signs of wear from
general use and storage. There is  tear  on the Box-front, on the
upper right corner. Please see pictures for further detailed
conditions.

1Life Vintage Journey To The Moon 500 Piece Puzzle159

This lot features Robert Smith's 500 Piece Puzzle "Astronaut".
Newly Sealed in box, in great condition. Please see photos for
further detailed conditions.

1"Astronaut" Robert Silvers Photomosaics 500 Piece160

Set is brand new, never opened, still in original box. Box has some
storage wear and some creasing on the back, see pics for details.

1Thunderbirds Rescue Pack Matchbox161

Vehicles are all brand new, never opened, still on original cards
except for one loose piece. You get all pictured.

1Matchbox Die-Cast Vehicle Lot162

Includes No. 20 Police Patrol, No. 58 Woosh-N-Push, and Cosmic
Blues. Vehicles have various degrees of playwear and paint wear.
See pics for details.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (3)163

LOT # QTY

12" diameter, made in the USA, Lunar Globe. Globe is in great
condition with some minor storage wear. There is no stand.

1Replogle Lunar Globe164

Cars have various degrees of playwear. You get all pictured.
1Misc. Die-Cast Vehicle Lot165

Includes a Pan-African 3' x 5' flag, a Switzerland 19.5" wide x 12"
tall flag, a British 12" wide x 8 1/4" flag, and a Germany 3'x5' flag.

1International Flag Lot166

Includes a vintage 48 star 5' x 9 1/2' flag with a West Point stamp
and (2) vinyl 20" x 30" flags.  The West Point flag has age wear
and staining.

1American Flag Lot of (3)167

Tag reads:  Flag, Outdoor, Heavyweight Nylon CX-3000-7-1714
Valley Forge Flag Co. Inc.  Flag has some age wear that suggests
it was flown. Flag is approx. 92" wide and 56" tall.

1Wyoming Large State Flag168

Includes a 4'x6' cotton Canada flag, a 3' x 5' cotton Nicaragua flag,
and a 57"wide 33 1/2" tall nylon Grand Union flag. Flags are in
excellent condition.

1Nation Flag Lot of (3)169

Includes Peterbilt (x2 different ones; one is missing the cement
mixer), Dump Truck, Command Vehicle, and NASA Tracking
Vehicle. Vehicles have various degrees of playwear and paint
wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1980s Matchbox Lot of (5)170

Includes No. 23 Atlas, No. 37 Skip Truck, and No. 61 Wreck Truck.
Cars have various degrees of playwear and paint wear. No. 61 is
missing tow hook. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (3)171

Includes No. 15 1907 Rolls Royce, No. 65 Airport Coach, Models
of Yesteryear 1910 Benz Limousine, and Model A Ford Rice
Krispies Truck. Also includes some extra pieces. Vehicles have
various degrees of playwear and paint wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (4)172

Two space shuttles made by Everlast Toys and American Plastic
Toys Inc. Both shuttles are in overall fine condition, however, the
Everlast Toys shuttle exhibits yellowing due to age and the decals
on the American Plastic Toys Inc. shuttle have started to lose the
grip of the glue. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Space Shuttle Related Toys Lot of (2)173

Includes No. 7 Refuse Truck & No. 60 Sit Hut Truck. Vehicles have
various degrees of playwear and paint wear. No. 60 is missing the
hut. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1960s Matchbox Lot of (2)174
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Includes No. 55 Ford Cortina & No. 53 CJ-6 Jeep. Cars are in great
condition with original boxes. Boxes have some minor storage
wear. The No. 55 box has a tear on one end and a price sticker.
See pics for details.

1Vintage Matchbox Die-Cast Lot of (2)175

Redstone Rocket w/ Mercury Spacecraft model kit by Dragon. 1/72
scale. Kit is brand new, never opened, still factory sealed.

1Redstone Rocket w/ Mercury Model Kit176

Three space themed toys featuring an Orbit Yo-Yo toy from 1969.
Condition varies from toy to toy, but they exhibit light signs of age
and storage wear and the Orbit Yo-Yo has a slight bend and stain
on the card. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Vintage Space Themed Toys Lot of (3)177

Includes No. 29 Racing 'Mini', Superfast Formula 5000, and Red
Rider. Vehicles have various degrees of playwear and paint wear.
See pics for details.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (3)178

Lego 125 Set with original 1970's packaging. 125 Set is missing
pieces, not all accounted for. Pieces are in good condition. Box has
some storage wear and creasing with some general use wear
including light denting on the top flap of the box.

1Lego 125 Set179

NASA replicas with moving parts. Includes Solar Max, Astronauts,
and Mercury Friendship 7. Items are brand new, never opened, still
in original packaging.

1Space Explorer Replica Lot of (3)180

Tag reads:  Flag, Outdoor, Heavyweight Nylon CX-3000-7-1714
Valley Forge Flag Co. Inc.  Flag has some age wear that suggests
it was flown. Flag is approx. 92" wide and 56" tall.

1Oregon Large State Flag181

Includes No. 40 Horse-Box, Superfast 0-4-0 Steam Loco, No. 29
Tractor Shovel (x2, one yellow and one purple; the purple one
appears to have some custom modifications). Vehicles have
various degrees of playwear and paint wear. The Horse-Box is
missing doors & horses. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1970s Matchbox Lot of (4)182

Includes TMNT, Grease, The Rocketeer, and more! Sets do not
appear to be complete. You get all pictured.

1Misc. Non-Sport Card Lot183

Tag reads:  Flag, Outdoor, Heavyweight Nylon CX-3000-7-1714
Valley Forge Flag Co. Inc.  Flag has some age wear that suggests
it was flown. Flag is approx. 92" wide and 56" tall.

1North Dakota Large State Flag184

LOT # QTY

Includes Strange New Worlds, Break Away, and Tale Along Games
Valley Forge 1778. Games appear to be complete. Boxes have
various degrees of storage wear, see pics for details.

1Vintage Board Game Lot of (3)185

Includes No. 12 Land Rover Safari, No. 18 Hondarora w/ original
box, and No. 73 1968 Mercury box ONLY. Items are in very good
condition with minor storage wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage Matchbox Die-Cast Lot186

Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, and Shuttle Mission Astronauts figure set
of (4). Figures are brand new, never opened, still in original box.
Box has some minor storage wear.

1SpaceMasters Astronaut Series Figure Set187

This lot features 1999 Space Voyagers Mini Action Vehicles and
InAir E-Z Build Scale Model Kit Space Station. The 1999 Space
Voyagers Mini appears to be in good condition with minimal
scratches to the bubble and some slight wear to the cardboard
backing, especially around the corners, most likely due to storage
wear. InAir E-Z Build is in pretty good condition with all parts ready
to be assembled. The box shows light wear around the sides,
including some creasing or denting and plastic viewing window has
shallow scratches. Please see photos for more detailed conditions.

1Space Ship Toy Lot of (2)188

Vintage 1960s Matchbox die-cast vehicle. Vehicle is in great
condition with some very minor paint chips. With original box. Box
has some storage wear around the edges, see pics for details.

1Matchbox No. 38 Honda M/Cycle & Trailer189

This lot features Heroes of Space figure Charles Duke and Blue
Power Ranger,  Can Do NASA Apollo 11 figure, 2 National
Geographic Space Pioneers collectibles and a package of Action
Snacks Ice Cream Sandwiches. The Heroes of Space Charles
Duke figures are in good condition. The plastic bubble is intact with
minimal wear aside from some denting and light scratches-
cardboard backing is missing and not included. Can Do NASA
Apollo figure is in good condition a bubble has very light scratches,
and its cardboard backing is in good condition. National
Geographic Space Pioneers are in great condition with very little
wear from storage on their bubbles and backings. Action Snacks
are in good condition with no notable damages to the packaging.
Please see photos for more detailed conditions. You get everything
pictured.

1Space Toy Lot of (5)190

Includes (4) brand new in packaging space-themes Christmas
ornaments and (1) loose ornament still with original price tag. You
get all pictured.

1Space-Themed Ornament Lot of (5)191

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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The large flag is approx. 111" x 56", cloth, and made by Best in
Valley Forge. Also included is an usually shaped cloth American
flag banner, 16" tall x 8' wide. The banner has some staining and
color fade from age.

1American Flag/Banner Lot of (2)192

Includes (2) plastic ships and (1) porcelain ships. Ships have
various degrees of storage wear; the plastic ships have some
yellowing. The larger spaceship has been tested; the sound does
work but one button seems to be broken. You get all pictured.

1Spaceship Model Lot of (3)193

1/144 scale wooden model of the Space Shuttle Challenger.
Vehicle is 10 1/4" long, 6 1/2" wide, and 6 3/8" tall. Made by Toys &
Models Corporation. Model is in overall great condition with some
minor storage wear.

1Space Shuttle Challenger Wooden Model194

Five vintage toy clickers which features iconography from
Pepsi-Cola, Endicott-Johnson Shoes, Cracker Jack, and more!
These toy clickers are in overall good condition, however, there are
slight signs of storage wear through light scratching and chips in
the paint. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Vintage Toy Clicker Lot of (5)195

This lot features Bell 47D/G Plastikovy Model and an Academy
Hobby Model Kits German Navy U-Boat IXB kit, both unopened.
The Bell 47 D/G model is unopened, and its box shows wear from
storage. The box is squashed or dented on its right side and the
plastic wrapping is ripped in several places due to the dents and
contains some light scratches. The Academy German Navy U-Boat
has never been opened and its box and plastic wrapping contain
little damage. the box bows lightly most likely due to storage and
its plastic wrapping has minimal to no scratching. Please see
pictures for further detailed conditions.

1Model Kit Lot of (2)196

1970s/80s Matchbox die-cast vehicle lot of (3). Includes Super
Kings Transporter, Special Kreivier Porsche CKS, and Battle Kings
K-105 Hover-Raider. Vehicles have various degrees of
storage/paint wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage Large Matchbox Lot of (3)197

Includes No. 60 Truck With Site Office & No. 1 major Caterpillar
Earth Mover, both with original boxes. Vehicles are in overall very
good condition with some paint wear. Boxes have wear on the
edges. See pics for details.

1Vintage Matchbox Die-Cast Lot of (2)198

Model is 13.5" tall with a 5" long base. Rocket is in great condition
with very minor storage wear.

1Titans IV Resin Model Rocket199

LOT # QTY

This lot features Sikorsky HH-60D Night Hawk model set and
Curtiss Sparrow Hawk 1/32 scale Plastic Model Kit. The Sikorsky
Night Hawk is in good condition with all parts included and
unassembled with instructions in box. The box is good condition
with no major dents or rips aside from 2 stapled corners on the
edges of the box flaps and wear around the corners. The Curtiss
SparrowHawk is in good conditioned and has never been opened.
It's plastic wrapping is in a nice condition with only one small tear
on the bottom of the box's corner. Aside from slight denting due to
storage wear, the kit is in good condition. Please see photos for
further condition detail.

1Skycraft Model Lot of (2)200

America flew a 46 star flag from 1908-1912. This flag is over 100
years old. This is a very large flag at 110" wide and 72" tall. There
are small holes and staining. The top right corner is frayed. There
are a few marks that appear to be paint.

1Antique 46 Star American Flag201

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.

http://www.proxibid.com/backtothepast!

